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a b s t r a c t
Maximally parallel multiset rewriting systems (MPMRS) give a convenient way to express
relations between unstructured objects. The functioning of various computational devices
may be expressed in terms of MPMRS (e.g., register machines and many variants of P
systems). In particular, this means that MPMRS are Turing universal; however, a direct
translation leads to quite a large number of rules. Like for other classes of computationally
complete devices, there is a challenge to find a universal system having the smallest
number of rules. In this articlewe present different ruleminimization strategies forMPMRS
based on encodings and structural transformations. We apply these strategies to the
translation of a small universal register machine (Korec (1996) [9]) andwe show that there
exists a universal MPMRS with 23 rules. Since MPMRS are identical to a restricted variant
of P systemswith antiport rules, the results we obtained improve previously known results
on the number of rules for those systems.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Multiset rewriting presents a convenient way to express chemical reactions. Indeed, there is a direct correspondence
between chemicals and multisets, as well as between reactions and multiset rewriting. Some additional properties of the
reactions’ environment might be expressed by an additional control over the rewriting. This idea was heavily exploited and
different multiset rewriting systems were proposed. We only mention here the Abstract Rewriting Systems on Multisets
(ARMS) [17], the Chemical Abstract Machine (ChAM) [5] and the Gamma language, first considered in [3] (see also a survey
in [4]).
One of the natural controls that can be added to the multiset rewriting is maximal parallelism. This roughly corresponds
to the idea of waiting until the chemical system reaches a stable state, i.e., no more rules can be applied, for a particular
step. More precisely, during a rewriting step of a maximally parallel multiset rewriting system (MPMRS) all rules that can
be applied together should be applied. Such an evolution strategy was considered for ARMS and ChAM, MPMRS being a
particular case of them.
MPMRS as well as its predecessors can be related to the paradigm of imperative programming with an infinite program.
However, it is usually required for the program to be finite. In this case the program might be represented as a set of states
and transitions (that modify the data) when moving between them. For MPMRS this translates to a distinction between
processed objects: the objects corresponding to the data can be present in an unbounded large number of copies, while the
number of objects corresponding to the states is fixed in advance. We shall call MPMRS having the above property finite
state maximally parallel multiset rewriting systems (FsMPMRS).
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MPMRS systems serve as a basis for P systems that were introduced by Gh. Păun in [12] as distributed parallel computing
devices of biochemical inspiration.Without entering into details, many variants of P systems can be considered as particular
cases of (Fs)MPMRS; we refer to [18,14] for more details. One of the important variants of P systems are P systems with
symport/antiport introduced in [11] that compute by only moving objects between regions, without modifying them. Such
systems are able to generate all recursively enumerable sets of numbers; in [15,14] a survey of these investigations can be
found.
Antiport P systemswith onemembrane andwhere the environment contains all objects (as considered in [6]) correspond
in a direct manner to MPMRS. In fact, any exchange rule (u, out; v, in) of an antiport system becomes a multiset rewriting
rule u → v and in both cases the application of rules is maximally parallel. Moreover, most of the examples from the
literature, in particular computationally complete systems, are FsMPMRS.
Since symport/antiport systems generate all recursively enumerable sets of numbers, the same holds for (Fs)MPMRS.
Moreover, it is possible to construct a universal (Fs)MPMRS, i.e., a fixed system that will compute any partially recursive
function if a corresponding input is provided. The article [6] constructs an antiport P system (hence a (Fs)MPMRS) having
only 30 antiport rules. This result is based on a result from [9] where a universal register machine with 32 instructions is
constructed.
In this article we show that there is a universal (Fs)MPMRS with 23 rules. Thus we improve the result from [6] and as a
consequence we obtain a universal antiport system with the same number of rules. This result is quite surprising, because
the machine from [9] that was the starting point of our construction has 25 computational branches. We also introduce a
graphical notation for FsMPMRS that shows the computational flow of the system and present different rule minimization
strategies for (Fs)MPMRS based on encodings and structural transformations.We also continue the discussion of the relation
between the number of rules and their size started in [6].
This paper is a shortened variant of [2], which is an improved version of [1].
2. Definitions
We recall here some basic notions of formal language theory we need in the rest of the paper. We refer to [16,13] for
further details.
We denote by N the set of all non-negative integers. Let O = {a1, . . . , ak} be an alphabet. A finite multiset M over O is a
mappingM : O −→ N, i.e., for each a ∈ O,M(a) specifies the number of occurrences of a inM . The size of the multisetM is
|M| =∑a∈O M(a). A multisetM over O can also be represented by any string that contains exactlyM(ai) symbols ai for all
1 ≤ i ≤ k, e.g., by aM(a1)1 . . . aM(ak)k . For example, the multiset over {a, b, c} defined by the mapping a → 3, b → 1, c → 0
can be specified by a3b. An empty multiset is represented by λ.
We may also consider mappingsM of formM : O −→ N∪ {∞}, i.e., elements ofM may have an infinite multiplicity; we
shall call them infinite multisets.
Let x and y be two multisets over O. Then x is called a submultiset of y, written x ≤ y or x ⊆ y, if and only if x(a) ≤ y(a)
for all a ∈ O. The sum of x and y, denoted by x + y or x ∪ y, is a multiset z such that z(a) = x(a) + y(a) for all a ∈ O. The
difference of two multisets x and y, denoted by x− y, provided that y ⊆ x, is the multiset z with z(a) = x(a)− y(a) for all
a ∈ O. A projection of a multisetM over a set O is denoted by πO(M).
2.1. Register machines
A deterministic register machine is the following construction [9,10]:
M = (Q , n, q0, qf , P),
where Q is a set of states, n is the number of registers, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, qf ∈ Q is the final state and P is a set of
instructions (also called rules) of the following form:
1. (p, [RiP], q) ∈ P , p, q ∈ Q , p ≠ q, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 (being in state p, increase register i and go to state q).
2. (p, [RiM], q) ∈ P , p, q ∈ Q , p ≠ q, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 (being in state p, decrease register i and go to state q).
3. (p, ⟨Ri⟩, q, s) ∈ P , p, q, s ∈ Q , 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 (being in state p, go to q if register i is not zero or to s otherwise).
4. (p, ⟨RiZM⟩, q, s) ∈ P , p, q, s ∈ Q , 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 (being in state p, decrease register i and go to q if successful or to s
otherwise).
5. (qf , STOP) (may be associated only to the final state qf ).
We note that for each state p there is only one instruction of the types above.
A configuration of a register machine is given by the (k + 1)-tuple (q, n1, . . . , nk), where q ∈ Q and ni ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
describing the current state of the machine as well as the contents of all registers. A transition of the register machine
consists in updating/checking the value of a register according to an instruction of one of the types above and by changing
the current state to another one. We say that the machine stops if it reaches the state qf . We say that M computes a value
y ∈ N on the input x1, . . . , xn, xi ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ n ≤ k, if, starting from the initial configuration (q0, x1, . . . , xn, 0, . . . , 0), it
reaches the final configuration (qf , y, 0, . . . , 0).
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the strongly universal machine U32 with [RiP] and ⟨RiZM⟩ instructions.
It is well-known that register machines compute all partial recursive functions and only them [10]. For every n ∈ N, with
every register machineM having at least n registers, an n-ary partial recursive functionΦnM (computed byM) is associated.
Let Φ0,Φ1,Φ2, . . . , be a fixed admissible enumeration of the set of unary partial recursive functions. Then, a register
machine M is said to be strongly universal if there exists a recursive function g such that Φx(y) = Φ2M(g(x), y) holds for
all x, y ∈ N.
We also note that the power and the efficiency of a register machineM depends on the set of instructions that are used.
In [9] several sets of instructions are investigated. In particular, it is shown that there is a strongly universal registermachine
with 32 instructions of form [RiP], ⟨Ri⟩, and [RiM]. Moreover, this machine can be effectively constructed. We rewrite the
corresponding construction in terms of [RiP] and ⟨RiZM⟩ instructions and this gives a universal register machine with 22
instructions depicted on Fig. 1.
The list of rules for this machine can be consulted in [2].
2.2. Maximally parallel multiset rewriting systems
Amaximally parallel multiset rewriting system (MPMRS) is the construct
γ = (O, I,P ),
where O is an alphabet, I is the initial multiset and P is a set of multiset rewriting rules (productions) of form u → v,
u ∈ O+, v ∈ O∗. We say that a rule r ∈ P , r : u → v, is applicable to a multiset X ∈ O+ if X ⊇ u. Similarly, a set of rules
ri : ui → vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n is said to be applicable to X if∑1≤i≤n ui ⊆ X . If a rule r ∈ P is applicable to a multiset X ∈ O+ then
we define the application of r to X which produces a new multiset Y ∈ O∗; this is denoted by X r→ Y . More exactly,
X
r→ Y ⇐⇒ Y = X − u+ v, where r is u → v.
A maximally parallel transition, written as X ⇒ Y , is performed if there are multisets X1, . . . , Xn−1, n > 0 such that
X
r1→ X1 r2→ X2 r3→ · · · rn−1→ Xn−1 rn→ Y and r1, . . . , rn ∈ P is a non-deterministically chosen maximally parallel multiset of
rules applicable to X , i.e., there is no r ∈ P such that r, r1, . . . , rn is applicable to X . In a more formal way,
• ∑ni=1 ui ⊆ X ,
• u ⊈ X −∑ni=1 ui, for any rule u → v ∈ P ,
• Y = (X −∑ni=1 ui)+∑ni=1 vi.
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The first condition indicates that these rules are applicable in parallel, i.e., the rules rewrite disjoint submultisets of X .
The second condition is the maximality: no other rule is applicable in parallel with them. By⇒∗ we denote the reflexive
and transitive closure of⇒. It [2] an algorithm computing the set of rules r1, . . . , rn for performing a maximally parallel
transition on a multiset X ∈ O∗ can be found.
We define the set of configurations SF(γ ) as SF(γ ) = {w | I⇒∗ w}.We also define the size of a rule u → v as |uv|, i.e.,
the size of the multiset uv. The set of multisets generated by γ is defined as
L(γ ) = {w | I⇒∗ w and u ⊈ w for all u → v ∈ P }.
2.3. State configurations
Now we distinguish an alphabet R ⊆ O that we call the alphabet of registers or the data alphabet. A state configuration
is the projection of a configuration over O \ R (hence the symbols over the registers alphabet are not included in the state
configuration). A state configuration B is reachable in one step from the state configuration A if there are multisets R′, R′′
over R such that there exists a maximally parallel transition AR′ ⇒ BR′′. Wewill denote this by A V B. We remark that there
might be several configurations reachable in one step from a particular configuration A. In the general case, the number
of possible state configurations is not bounded; however we would like to consider MPMRS with a finite number of state
configurations.
A finite state maximally parallel multiset rewriting system FsMPMRS is a tuple
γ = (O, R, Rt , I,P ),
where R ( O is the alphabet of registers, Rt ⊆ R is the terminal alphabet of registers and where γ ′ = (O, I,P ) is anMPMRS
which has a finite number of state configurations, i.e., the projection of SF(γ ′) over O \ R is finite. Moreover, we require that
for any rule r ∈ P , r : u → v, umust contain at least one symbol from O \ R.
The result of the computation of γ is the projection of L(γ ′) over Rt :
L(γ ) = πRt (L(γ ′)).
We would like to note that FsMPMRS uses the paradigm of imperative programming where the finite control (the
program) is separated from the data, which differentiates it from MPMRS or ARMS having an unbounded control. In our
case the state configurations correspond to the program and the projection of a configuration over R corresponds to the data.
Moreover, the restriction on the rules implies that the data cannot evolve by itself. This is similar to many computational
models, for example, in the case of register machines there is a strict separation between states and registers, and the
registers cannot evolve by themselves.
We say that a rule u → v is a pure state rule if u contains no symbols from R, otherwise we call it a register-dependent
rule.
As is shown in [2] the set of state configurations of an FsMPMRS may be computed iteratively.
We do not recall here the definition of (antiport) P systems and we refer to [13,14] for more details. It is obvious that
antiport P systems (having only antiport rules) with one membrane directly correspond to a maximally parallel rewriting
system. Indeed, the functioning of any rule (x, in; y, out) of such a P system, corresponds to themultiset rewriting rule x → y
and the maximally parallel evolution in antiport P systems corresponds to the maximally parallel derivation mode inherent
to MPMRS. For more precise details on the definition and the translation to and from antiport P systems we refer to [2].
2.3.1. Graphical notation
We introduce a graphical notation for FsMPMRS.We represent a state configuration by a filled square with dots attached
to it and rules by arrows. We also suppose that pure state rules (denoted usually by solid lines) precede register-dependent
rules (denoted usually by dashed lines). Now, in order to represent the relations between state configurations wewill depict
the relationV.Without entering into technical details that can be consulted in [2], applying anymaximally parallel transition
to a configuration X means to start from the square πO\R(X) and follow arrows to circles as long as possible, keeping track
of symbols from R; when it is no longer possible, consider the square to which the last circle is attached.
Example 1. Consider the following system γ = ({A, B, C,D}, {E, F}, {F}, {AABEE},P ), where P contains the following
rules:
r1 : AB → C
r2 : AE → D
r3 : DC → AABF
Clearly, the system γ is an FsMPMRS that computes the multiset {FF}. Indeed, there are three state configurations AAB, AC
and CD and there are no rules involving only E or F in the left-hand side. In a graphical way this system is represented as
follows:
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For example, in order to compute the first step using the diagramwe proceed as follows. The initial configuration AABEE
corresponds to the state configuration AAB. Now rule r1 can be applied bringing us to the circle attached to the square AC .
Since r2 is applicable we can continue to the circle attached to the square DC and take into account that one E is removed.
Finally, since there are no more outgoing arrows, we stop at the square DC and our configuration is DCE.
We remark that the introduced graphical notation is different from the Molecular Interactions Maps [8] or Kitano [7]
notations, used for specifications in systems biology, because it permits us to represent the computational flowof the system.
3. Main result
The main result of the paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. There exists a universal FsMPMRS U23 having 23 rewriting rules.
Corollary 1. There exists a universal antiport P system having 23 rules.
The proof of this result is based on a simulation of the universal register machine U32, see Fig. 1. We consider that
U32 is rewritten in terms of [RiP] (increment) and ⟨RiZM⟩ (decrement) instructions, which gives 22 rules (9 incrementing
instructions and 13 decrementing).
The proof is split over several sections. Section 4 presents a simple way of simulation of a register machine. Applied to
U32 this results in an FsMPMRS having 73 rules. Section 5 gives basic ideas that permit us to decrease this number down
to 30 rules. We remark that the presented methods are not specific to U32 and can be applied to any (Fs)MPMRS. Section 6
presents someminimization techniques specific toU32, in particular a special encoding of the states, that permit us to further
decrease the number of rules. Finally, Section 7 gives the formal definition of U23.
4. The basic simulation technique
In this section we concentrate on a simple simulation of register machines by FsMPMRS. This simulation is done as
follows. We represent the current configuration of a register machine M by a multiset (initially I) where the contents of a
register i is represented by the number of symbols Ri which are present and the current state of M is encoded by several
symbols. The simulation of any incrementing or decrementing instruction of M is done by an appropriate set of multiset
rewriting rules.
Any incrementing rule (q, [RiP], q1) of a register machine can be directly simulated by the rule
q → Riq1, (1)
This corresponds to the following flowchart:
Any decrementing rule (q, ⟨RiqZM⟩, q1, q2) can be simulated using five rules:
q → q′Cq, q′ → q′′, CqRiq → C ′q,
q′′Cq → q1, q′′C ′q → q2.
(2)
This corresponds to the following flowchart:
This simulation is done as follows. Symbol q introduces symbols q′ and Cq (the last one is called the checker for the state
q). After that symbol Cq tries to decrease register iq and if it succeeds then it becomes C ′q. Now, depending on this information
symbol q′′, which replaced q′, will choose the corresponding new state. The choice between configurations q′′Cq and q′′C ′q
depends on the presence of symbol Riq , i.e., if register iq is zero.
Applied to U32 this translation gives an FsMPMRS with 73 rules. We remark that these rules are of size at most 3. In the
following sections we show different techniques which reduce the number of rules for the price of increasing their size.
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5. Basic minimization strategies
In the following we present two basic minimization strategies. One of them is based on structural improvements and the
other one is based on encodings. We present them in a general form and after that we show how they apply to the system
that simulates U32.
5.1. State elimination
This minimization strategy performs an elimination of linear fragments in the flowchart (by performing a kind of speed-
up). Suppose that there are the following two pure state rules, r1 = (q1 → q2) and r2 = (q2 → q3Ri). This corresponds to
the flowchart in the picture.
We observe that rules r1 and r2 may be combined and state q2 may be eliminated by introducing a new rule r = (q1 →
q3Ri). In a similar way, any linear chain of pure state rules may be collapsed to a single rule (the size may increase for each
additional rule). We shall further refer to this technique as intermediate state elimination.
For U32 we observe that using the intermediate state elimination technique we can reduce (2) to the following rules (we
also renamed q′ to q and assume that the initial state is encoded as qoCq0 ):
q → q′, CqRiq → C ′q,
q′Cq → q1Cq1 , q′C ′q → q2Cq2 (3)
Graphically this can be represented as follows:
We observe that compared to the previous picture of the decrement simulation the state q was eliminated and now
the simulation starts with the state qCq. Moreover, we observe that for U32 in most cases a decrementing instruction
(q, ⟨RiZM⟩, q1, q2) is followed by an incrementing instruction (q1, [Rk1P], q3) or (q2, [Rk2P], q4). Hence, one can simulate
the incrementing instruction during the simulation of the previous decrementing instruction (by eliminating the unneeded
state in between). For example, the last two rules from (3) become
q′Cq → q3Rk1Cq3 , q′C ′q → q4Rk2Cq4 (4)
Of course, this increases the size of rules up to 5.
5.2. Gluing rules
Nowwe consider a technique that minimizes the number of rules by performing transitions between the configurations
by fewer rules. Informally, transitions c1
r1→ c2 and d1 r2→ d2 can be performed by the same rule X → Y if the configurations
are represented in a suitable way: c1 = cX , c2 = cY , d1 = dX , d2 = dY . In this case, we say that r1 and r2 may be glued. The
following picture illustrates this:
In a more formal way one must find a suitable encoding of state configurations such that no state configuration is a
submultiset of another state configuration that allows gluing as many transitions as possible. We would like to remark that
it is only possible to glue transitions that increment registers equivalently, in particular, transitions that do not increment
any register.
In what follows we apply the idea of gluing rules to the FsMPMRS system obtained by the basic simulation technique.
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5.2.1. Phases
Consider now the rules (3). If we represent the state q by qS and the state q′ by qS ′ then the first rule from (3) may be
glued for all states q, i.e., instead of |Q | rules q → q′ we obtain one rule S → S ′. We call the symbol S the phase, and hence
there will be two phases S and S ′. The rules from (3) are replaced by:
CqRiq → C ′q,
qS ′Cq → q1Cq1S, qS ′C ′q → q2Cq2S
(5)
5.2.2. Independent checkers
Another minimization idea comes from the observation that the information encoded in the checker Cq from (5) is
redundant. If we take the set of first rules from (5) for all q ∈ Q , we observe that it is possible to glue rules that decrement the
same register in the following way. We encode the multiset qCq, respectively qC ′q, by symbols qCiq , respectively qC ′iq , where
iq is the number of the register decreased by the instruction q ofM . Now it is possible to eliminate the first rule from (5) by
introducing rules CiRi → C ′i , 1 ≤ i ≤ |R|. By convention, we will say that a state q of machineM is encoded by symbols qCiqS
and we will say that Ciq is the checker for the state q. This transforms (5) into the following:
qS ′Ciq → q1Ciq1 S, qS ′C ′iq → q2Ciq2 S, (6)
where Ciq1 and Ciq2 represent checkers for states q1 and q2. Of course this introduces |R| new rules, but finally we gain
more because of the elimination of one rule for each q ∈ Q from (5).
Graphically the above two transformations can be represented as follows (the double-headed arrow represents the rule
S → S ′ common for all simulation blocks):
5.3. Remarks
The improvements to theU32 simulation presented abovewere implemented in [6], but theywere classified in a different
way. The cited article considers the relation between the size of rules and their number. In the table below we collect the
results obtained by using the techniques above, as well as results from paper [6] which uses ideas similar to those used in
the current and the next section. To highlight the results from [6] we underline them:
Size 3 5 6 7 11 20
Number of rules 73 56 47 43 30 23
6. Further minimization of U32 simulation
In this section we show how to minimize the simulation of U32. We start with the simulation using rules (6) and we do
structural improvements based on some observations on the functioning of the system. After that we show how to glue
most of the remaining rules by giving a suitable encoding of state configurations.
6.1. Structural improvements
The structural improvements presented in this section are in some sense a generalization of the intermediate state
elimination technique.
6.1.1. Reducing decoder block
The first important improvement may be done by considering the decoder part of the machine (see the flowchart in
Fig. 1). In fact, this block does a division of register 5 by three. This behavior may be simulated by 5 rules which try to
decrease register 5 by 3 and make the choice of the next state depending on the result of this subtraction. The state q16 is
now encoded by q16C5C5C5S. We refer to [2] for more details.
C5R5 → C ′5, q16C5C5C5 → q23C2S, q16C5C5C ′5 → q27C3S
q16C5C ′5C
′
5 → q32C4R3R2S, q16C ′5C ′5C ′5 → q16C5C5C5R4S
(7)
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Fig. 2. The flowchart of U23 after decoder block reduction and state elimination for decrementing rules.
6.1.2. State elimination for decrementing rules
Using the state elimination technique it is possible to combine several rules corresponding to a decrement of registers
0−3 and7, because these registers are decremented only once. However, for technical reasons 3 phases should be introduced
instead of 2, see [2] for more details. In this case, phase 2 (marked by S ′) will be treated analogously to phase 1 (marked by
S) and the move to the next state will be done in phase 3 (marked by S ′′). Moreover, the phase change may still be done by
one rule. For this it is enough to replace S by XXX , S ′ by XXT and S ′′ by XTT and the rules S → S ′ and S ′ → S ′′ by the rule
XX → XT .
The resulting flowchart can be seen at Fig. 2. We use following conventions. The double-headed arrow represents the
rule S → S ′ (and S ′ → S ′′) that changes the phase. Rules that decrement registers (CiRi → C ′i ) are represented by
arrows starting with a perpendicular bar and labeled by D0–D7 enclosed in a circle. We also do not depict in this case
the corresponding decrementing register. Rules that increment registers are depicted by arrows with a dashed line and the
incremented register(s) are depicted beside the line. These rules are labeled by a letter enclosed in a diamond. All other rules
(which do not increment/decrement registers) are labeled by a number enclosed in a square.
6.2. Encoding optimization
Finally, the most substantial decrease can be obtained by a proper encoding of the qiCq part of state configurations.
The idea is that using maximal parallelism some subparts of qiCq can be evolved by a small number of common rules.
Without entering into technical details that can be consulted in [2], we found an encoding of the part of the flowchart
that permits us to perform 9 rules by only 3 new rules. This encoding is based on 2 phase changing rules A = (IS ′′ → JS)
and B = (JJMS ′′ → JJNS) and on one non-phase rule C = (LP → LQ ). It is depicted in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 shows the flowchart obtained after applying all ideasmentioned before. Arrows endingwith a diamond correspond
to rule C , while arrows ending with a square correspond to rule A. The sparse arrow corresponds to rule B.
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Fig. 3. Part of the flowchart of the FsMPMRS simulating U32 showing only glued rules and the corresponding encoding.
Fig. 4. The flowchart of the FsMPMRS simulating U32 with glued rules.
7. Formal description of the system
In this section we give the formal description of the obtained system.
We constructed the system γ = (O, R, {R1}, I,P ), where
O = R ∪ {C3, C ′5, C ′6} ∪ {q16, q27} ∪ {T , I, J, K , L,M,N,O, P,Q , T , X},
R = {Ri | 0 ≤ i ≤ 7},
I = LQLQJJNXXXRi00 · · · Ri77
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Here i0, . . . , i7 is the contents of registers 0 to 7 of U32 and LQLQJJNXXX is the encoding of the initial state q1C1S. The set of
rules P is the following:
No Rule No Rule
Phase XX → XT
D0 IJKPQR0 → LQLQJJM a LQLQJJNTT → JJLOR6XX
D1 LQLQJJNR1 → LPLPJJMR7 b LC ′5TT → JJLOR6XX
D2 IIKPQR2 → JJKPQ c OC ′6TT → IILQLQNR5XX
D3 q27C3R3 → JJKPQ d QLQNC ′6TT → JJKQQR6XX
D4 JJKR4 → JJLLM e q27C3TT → LQLQJJNR0XX
D5 JJOR5 → C ′5 f q16JJOC ′5C ′5TT → LQLQJJNR2R3XX
D6 IJLR6 → C ′6 g q16C ′5C ′5C ′5TT → q16JJOJJOJJOXX
D7 IILQLQNR7 → IJLOR1
A ITT → JXX 1 JJLOTT → IJLOXX
B JJMTT → JJNXX 5 JJKQQTT → q16JJOJJOJJOXX
C LP → LQ 8 q16JJOJJOJJOTT → IIKPQMXX
12 q16JJOJJOC ′5TT → q27C3XX
8. Conclusions
In this article we investigated maximally parallel multiset rewriting systems (MPMRS) which correspond in a direct way
to antiport P systems with one membrane. We constructed a universal (Fs)MPMRS that computes any partially recursive
function providing that the input is the encoding of a register machine computing the corresponding function as well as
the value to be computed. Our construction uses 23 rules. This result is quite surprising, because the machine from [9] that
was the starting point of our construction uses 25 computational branches. This means that some branches in [9] do the
same thing and are maybe redundant. Hence the result of this paper may possibly help to decrease the number of rules for
universal register machines.
We also introduced a graphical notation for FsMPMRS, which shows the computational flow of the system, and
presented two different minimization strategies for (Fs)MPMRS based on structural transformations (on the elimination
of intermediate states) and on encodings (gluing rules) and discussed how their consequent application may decrease the
number of rules in the simulation of U32. These strategies may help to design more compact MPMRS and we leave the
question open about a smaller number of rules for a universal (Fs)MPMRS (or antiport P systems with one membrane).
Moreover, we observed a trade-off between the number of rules and their size (also observed in [6]) and we think that a
further study of the relation between the size of rules and their influence on differentminimization strategies (and of course
their number) is interesting.
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